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. XBASS - Bass booster / Volume booster for guitar,bass,
and any other instrument,enhances sound by cutting lows
/ high's with resonance control and gain control,noise
reduction. It works for any instrument,any genre,any
sound,for any amp. The bass treble booster helps you to
boost any frequency in your music whether it's a singer,
or a band, or a piano,or a guitar or a drum sound, this
program helps you to boost any frequency in your sound.
This program adds the boost effect to the frequencies of
the audio clip that you select. Tuning the bass,treble, and
middle tones independently to fine tune the boost
effect.The boosting of the frequencies works with any
speaker or headphones. Its highly sensitive to changes in
the bass or treble, when you turn the gain down, the bass
treble booster will increase the low and high range
frequencies to compensate for the low levels of bass and
treble. Bass Treble Booster is a freeware which is a stand
alone program and does not need a particular program to
run. It can boost the bass or treble, or both bass and
treble independently, and can run in the background of
your system.Features of Bass Treble Booster 1.1:-Apply
the effects to any music track, or you can select a
particular music track to work on.-Select the music track
to work on. Click on the play button to start working.-If
you are going to select a track, Bass Treble Booster will
show you the frequency range that the track contains.
You can select those frequencies that you want to boost
and cut. -Bass Treble Booster allows you to boost the
bass or treble, or both bass and treble independently.
You can click on the Bass Treble Booster window to
boost the frequency range for bass or treble, or both bass
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and treble independently. It also allows you to boost the
frequency range for bass or treble, or both bass and
treble independently. You can increase or decrease the
boost with a slider, or you can enter the numeric value
for the bass treble or treble frequency. -Click on the
settings button to view the settings of the bass treble
booster. You can also change the bass treble or treble
filter of the booster. -You can also set the auto off
feature of the booster, so that it will turn off
automatically after a few minutes. -When you exit the
program, it will show you the effect of the booster on the
music
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